PRODUCT INFORMATION
PAINT PREPARATION WIPES
Fasbond® W-720
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Fasbond W-720 are synthetic lint3free cloths, impregnated with an iron phosphating solution.
Not only do they clean but also treat galvanised,
or aluminium
surfaces prior to painting. They will
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remove light corrosion products and replace the surface with a light phosphate coating that helps bond
the paint to the surface for improved corrosion protection
•

Converts the surface to a phosphate bonding layer.

•

Mordant type solution for Galvanised surfaces.

•

No fibres left behind.
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PACKAGING

Fasbond W-720 is stocked in tubs of 400 hand sized wipes.

STORAGE

Fasbond W-720 should be kept in the original unopened containers and stored in
a cool dry area.
Shelf life in unopened containers is a minimum of 12 months. Turning the tub
upside down the day before use can help give uniform wetting across the wipe.

APPLICATION

Remove the lid and feed the wipe from the centre through the centre spout.
Replace the lid and simply draw out the wipes when needed. Replace the lid once
finished to avoid drying out.
Fold the wipe into quarters so that as each face becomes soiled you can refold the
wipe to give a fresh surface. In this way maximum use can be obtained from each
wipe. Apply the paint on the same day as the treatment if possible.

ENVIRONMENT

Dispose of used wipes as "oil contaminated products".

SAFETY:

See our Material Health and Safety Data Sheet. Fasbond W-720 is impregnated
with an acidic material. Use the appropriate PPE (gloves and goggles minimum).

This information is offered in good faith but without guarantee or liability. In cases of doubt, users should consult with relevant authority. Information
given herein is supplied for your guidance only and is based upon the results of controlled tests and experience obtained in the application of the
product referred to by PreTreat Ltd.
PreTreat Ltd has no control over the method or conditions of application of the product and consequently no warranties expres sed or implied are
intended to be given as to the coverage or performance of the products mentioned or referred to herein and no liability will be excepted for any loss,
damage or physical injury from the use or application of the information, data or products mentioned or referred to herein.
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